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Fitment of F373MAF Fuel Filter
Flared fittings are a mechanic’s night-mere and inevitably some distortion of the pipe and flare nut can take place over
time with repeated filter replacements which can cause joints not to seal, flared pipe and nut distortion resulting in fitting
difficulties

Micro Auto Filters PTY Ltd recommends the following steps to assist in fitment that does not cause leak’s:
• The flared nut should be hand tightened as far
as possible.
• Micro Auto Filters Pty Ltd suggest to hold the filter body by
hand then tighten the flare nut using the correct spanner
normally 14mm for the flare nut and 19mm for the filter body.
• Tighten and undo several times will seat both sealing faces
of the flare joint and the filter body. See picture above..
• Firmly tighten the joint for final assembly. Do not over tighten!
Another solution can be to replace the flare nuts and re-flare the tubes or replace the entire fuel tubes. In general even
a distorted pipe or flare nut can be made serviceable.
Micro Auto Filters would like to advise its customers that we carry in our range both alloy body and steel body
F373MAF, Please specify accordingly when ordering.
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Full application details of F373MAF can be found on our web-site at www.microautofilters.com.au This filter is common
to the following models: Ford Fairlane, Falcon and Fairmont models EA through to BF
"The information contained in this e-mail/letter is intended for the addressee and remains the proprietary information of
Micro Auto Filters. If you receive this e-mail by mistake would you please inform us by reply e-mail or by telephoning 61 3
9775 1979 and then delete the e-mail and destroy the printed copy. ****We appreciate your assistance."
Please Note: All cross references in this email are based on the latest information available to us. The user assumes all responsibility for verifying that Micro
Auto Filters PTY Ltd products are compatible with their application before using these products. Manufacturers often change component suppliers without
notice while continuing to use the same part number. This change could result in a non-critical dimension becoming critical. If in doubt, please check against
additional application information.

